
Big Lie #1:  “I must meet certain standards to feel good about myself.”

Big Lie #2:  “I must be approved & accepted by certain people in my life to feel 
good about myself.”

Big Lie #3: “Those who fail (including me) are unworthy of love & deserve to be 
punished.”

Big Lie #4: “I am what I am. I cannot change. I am hopeless.”

Belief in the LIE produces: fear of failure; desire to do everything perfectly; inner drive to succeed and to be 
valued and loved; a willingness to manipulate others to achieve my own success; withdrawing from challenging 
opportunities because of fear of failure.
 
The truth: What you do doesn’t determine who you are. Who you are determines what you do. Your best shot is 
your best shot. The highest standard is love for others. Inside out living. Meet that standard.

Belief in the TRUTH produces: increasing freedom from the fear of failure; confidence that my life is significant 
and valuable; freedom to try new experiences and challenges.

Belief in the LIE produces: strong fear of rejection; attempting to please others and fit in at any cost; being overly 
sensitive to criticism; withdrawing and spending time alone to avoid possible disapproval by others; being fearful 
about what people say about me.
 
The truth: Only you can be you. What others think & say about you is secondary to who you want to be. Live 
from the inside out rather than from the outside in. What you do for others in love changes what you believe about 
yourself.  A life of love defeats fear.

Belief in the TRUTH produces: increasing freedom from the fear of rejection; willingness to be open and 
vulnerable; ability to relax around others; willingness to take criticism.

Belief in the LIE produces: feelings of guilt about most things that I do; fear of punishment; blaming myself & 
others for any personal failures; withdrawing from friends because I don’t feel worthy; feeling driven to do anything 
I can to avoid punishment.
 
The truth: Failure is normal and leads to success when we learn from it. Failure doesn’t make us less worthy, it 
merely proves us human. Fail gloriously in your efforts to love others, to serve. There is no failure in that. Keep your 
focus outward, toward others. Do your best.

Belief in the TRUTH produces: less guilt about failures and shortcomings; increasing freedom from the fear of 
punishment; patience and kindness towards others.

Belief in the LIE produces: feelings of shame, hopelessness, inferiority, passivity, isolation; withdrawal from friends.
 
The truth: People can change. Love changes people. As you choose to love others, to serve, to lead and sacrifice, 
you will change and become much different than you ever thought possible. With love there is great hope.

Belief in the TRUTH produces: self-confidence; a new joy; courage to make changes in your life; peace of mind 
and heart.
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